
Parshat Vayishlach

Friday 1st December 2017 
Candle Lighting  6.45pm
Mincha 6.30pm
Maariv 6.45pm

Shabbat 2nd December 2017 
Shacharit  9.00am
Mincha 7.20pm
Maariv 8.35pm

A word from the Rabbi 

On the eve of Yaakov’s confrontation with his nemesis, his brother Eisav, we read 
about a mysterious encounter between Yaakov and a powerful unidentified foe:

 “And Yaakov was left alone and a man struggled with him until the break of 
dawn.”

Who was this man?

Rashi suggests that the ‘man’ was in fact an angelic emissary from his brother 
Eisav, sent to destroy him.
 
Rashi’s grandson, the Rashbam, differs with his illustrious ancestor; Yaakov was 
contemplating fleeing the encounter with his brother and the angel was sent to 
stop him. 

Rashi senses that Eisav was scared of Yaakov, and therefore he sent an angel in 
an attempt to destroy him. The Rashbam feels that it was Yaakov who was scared 
of Eisav, and Hashem sent the angel to prevent him from fleeing.

Perhaps the truth lies somewhere in between these two opinions. Both Yaakov 
and Eisav were anxious about this encounter, both fearing the other party had 
the upper hand, unaware of his brother’s sentiments.

We often see our insecurities as unique, never sensing mirrored emotions on the 
other side of the divide. But most interactions are not between genuine superiors 
and inferiors, or between majors and minors- they are between two anxious 
people, both scared that the will be defeated in the encounter.

By recognizing our own fears, and empathizing with another other’s, can build a 
bridge towards reconciliation rather than a wall of opposition. 

Shabbat shalom 



We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:

 Jade Cohen    Brandon Coleman
 Paul Goldin    Daniel Michels
 Jeff Miller    Marc Resnik
 Bradley Steinberg   Micaela Teperson
 Adam Ziman

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:
 Eric and Robyn Berman   Mateus and Monique Cemal
 Andrew and Suzanne Cohen  David and Michelle Friedman
 Gary and Terry Ginsberg   Colin and Michelle Kangisser
 Jonny and Robyn Levin   Jeremy and Natalie Levitt
 Ian and Debritu Rosenbaum  Marlon and Tania Teperson

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:

Russel Aizen and
Vivienne Blacher  for their mother  Sophie Aizen
Lydia Shakenovsky for her father  Simon Back
Yoram Drutman  for his father  Gerry Drutman
Adelle Wigoder  for her father  Chanoch Getz
Ivan Kassel  for his mother  Siefra Kassel
Lily Katz   for her son  Cedric Katz
Neil Katz  for his brother  Cedric Katz
Philippa Awerbuch and
Rosemarie Farber  for their mother  Edith Kusner
Zara Moskow  for her husband  Eric Moskow
Mark Moskow and
Avril Moss  for their father  Eric Moskow 
Steven Rosen  for his mother  Rose Rosen
Mark Zworestine  for his father  Harry Zworestine






